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1. Introduction
If E and F are locally convex spaces, then a linear mapping j: E -7- F
is nuclear if and only if it can be written in the form j = 'IjJ 0 rp where rp
is a nuclear mapping from E into the sequence space 11 and 'IjJ: 2 1 -7- F
is linear and continuous.
Using this characterization we will, in this paper, investigate a gener-
alization of the concept of a nuclear mapping. The sequence space 11
will be replaced by an arbitrary locally convex perfect sequence space A
while the nuclear mapping tp: E -7- A will be replaced by a mapping of
A-type from E to A. The mappings of A-type are studied in [2] Ch. 6.
For .11=11 they are exactly the nuclear mappings from E to 11•
The mappings so constructed are called A-mappings.
In the case E and F are Banach spaces and A is a reflexive symmetric
Banach sequence space a generalization in this sense was already made
by M. S. RAMANUJAN in [9].
The set of all A-mappings from E to F can be turned into a topological
vector space by a topology that generalizes the topology on the space
of nuclear mappings from E to F.
In the final section we define A-topologies on the tensorproduct of two
Banach spaces, generalizing the works of S. CHEVET [l] and P. SAPHAR [10].
The following notations will be used:
a. Let M and N be sets and j: M -7- N a map such that for m E M
the value of j is j(m). Then we write i> YmEMj(m) or i > Ymj(m). (This
notation was introduced by H. Freudenthal).
For example the sequence (tXl' tX2, ... ,tXn, ... ) is written as YnENtXn or as
YntXn.
b. The letters E and F denote complete locally convex Hausdorff
spaces.
c. The symbol ei stands for the sequence with 1 on the i-th place
and O's elsewhere.
d. A is always a perfect sequence space with Kothe-dual .11* (see [5]).
On A we consider any locally convex topology that is admissible for
the dual pair (A, .11*), i.e. such that the Kothe-dual .11* of A is exactly
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the topological dual space of A. (For the consequences of this supposition
we refer to [2].)
e. The natural topology on A is given by the seminorms
The natural topology on A is an admissible topology.
f. The generalized sequence space A(E) is defined by
A(E) = {YtXtiXt EO E and Ytp(Xt) EO A for all p EO g'J},
where g'J stands for the family of seminorms determining the topology
of E.
If f2 denotes the family of seminorms determining the topology of A,
then a locally convex Hausdorff topology can be defined on A(E) by
the seminorms:
For properties of A(E) we refer to [2].
g. The symbol A(Ea) stands for the space of sequences in E that
are weakly in A, i.e.
A(Ea) = {YtXtiXt EO E and Va EO E': Yt<Xt, a) EO A}.
We also define
A(E~) = {Yt XtlXt EO E' and Va EO E: Yt <a, Xi) EO A}.
h. The vector space of the mappings of A-type from E to A is denoted
by JVA (E; A).
A locally convex topology is defined on .AIA (E; A) claiming that this
space should be isomorphic to A(Ep). (See [2], Oh. 6.)
2. Definition
Suppose E is a bornological space. (For the reason of this supposition,
see [2], Oh. 6.)
A linear mapping I: E ~ F is said to be a leit A mapping if there exists
a mapping cp: E ~ A of A-type and a continuous linear mapping '!jJ: A ~ F
such that 1= '!jJ 0 cp.
A linear mapping g: E ~ F is said to be a right A-mapping if there
exists a continuous linear mapping (J : E ~ A and a mapping T: A ~ F
of A-type such that g=T 0 (J.
Only left A-mappings will be considered. The right A-mappings can
be treated in the same way.
LEMMA 1
i) If the linear mapping I: A ~ E is continuous, then I has the form
I(YniXn) = I::"-l iXnXn,
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where X n= j(en) and with
ii) If A is a bornological locally convex space, the reverse of i) is true.
PROOF
i) Since in A , Yn£x n=k~l iXn en ([2], p. 9), we have already , putting
j(en)= xn:
The transpose T j: E' ~ A * of f is defined by
Consequently Tj(a) = Yn<Xn , a) E A*.
ii) Let B be a bounded subset of A. Then we have to prove that j(B)
is bounded in E.
Now, for every Yn£xn E B , we have, if p u denotes the serninorm on E
corresponding t o the zero-neighbourhood U ,
([7], p. 31).
PROPOSITION 1
i) If the linear mapping j: E ~ F is a left A -mapping then it has
the form
where Ynan E A(E p) and YnYn E A*(Fa) .
ii) If A is a bornological space, then the reve rse of i) is true.
PROOF
i) If j is a left A-mapping then j=lpoqJ where qJ is of A-type and
thus defined by qJ= Yxk~l <x, an)en with Ynan EA(Ep) ([2], p. 65), while
lp:A~F is a continuous linear mapping and thus given by lp(Yn£Xn) =
= k -l iXnYn with Yn=1p(en) and YnYn E A*(Fa ) (lemma 1).
This proves i) by t he cont inuity of lp.
ii) If j has the indicated form we can wri te j= lpo qJ , the mappings
qJ and lp being defined as above, qJ being of A-type by [2], p. 65 and 1jJ
being cont inuous by lemma 1, ii).
REMARK
Proposition 1 shows that if E and F are Banach spaces and A is a
symmetric reflexive Banach sequence space (I.e. the situat ion in [9]) we
exactly obtain the mappings defined by R AMANUJAN.
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The situation here is considerably more generaL
We now first prove that the mappings of A-type, described in [1] Ch, 6,
are contained in our definition.
PROPOSITION 2
i) Every mapping f: E ---* A which is of A-type is a left A-mapping.
ii) The reverse of i) holds whenever A is bornological and has the
natural topology.
iii) If E and A are Banach spaces, then the norm of f in the space
JVA (E; A) is given by
where the inf is taken over all possible decompositions f = 1jJ 0 rp as required
in the definition, the mapping 1jJ having a positive matrix.
PRom'
i) Trivial, take 1jJ=IdA •
ii) By proposition 1 we have
f = Yx L:"-l <x, an)( YtrXtn) = Yx L:l (L:"-l <x, an) rXtn) ei.
Since Ynan E A(EfJ') and YnrXtn E L1* for all i we find that
for every continuous seminorm PB determining the topology of Ep'.
Hence f can also be written as f= Yx.2:1 <x, L:"-1 rXtnan)et. Further,
the continuous linear mapping 1jJ: A ---* A (f='If 0 rp) induces a linear
mapping if!: A(EP') ---* A(EfJ') defined by
if!(Ytat)= Yi L:"-l rXtnan ([3] prop. 10).
The sequence Yt L:"~l rXinan is therefore an element of A(EP') and the
mapping f is of A-type ([2] p. 65).
iii) If f E JVA (E; A) then f can be given the form
(*) f= Yx L:"-1 <x, an)en with Ynan EA(E') ([2] p. 65),
and where
If the trivial decomposition f=IdA 0 t of f is considered, we have
It now suffices to prove that for any other decomposition f='If 0 rp of t.
'If having a positive matrix, we obtain
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Let I = "P 0 cp = Yzk -l ( x , bn)(Yt <Xtn) (<X jn ;;;. 0 for all i and n)
= YzL:l ( x , k-l <Xtn bn)et.
From this result and from (*) we can deduce that
This means that t he sequence Ytat is the image of the sequence Yn bn
by the continuous linear mapping if : A (E ' ) ~ A(E') which was induced
by the mapping "P ([3] pr op. 8).
Conse quently
by [3] prop. 8.
3. Prop erties 01 A -mappings
Propositions 3, 4, 7, 10 an d 11 are generalizations of propert ies of the
mappings introduced by RAMAKUJAN in [9].
PROPOSITION 3
E very left A-mapping is continuous.
PROOF: [2], Ch . 6, prop. 1.
PROPOSITION 4
Every left A-mapping I:E ~ F transforms bounded subset s of E into
relatively compact subset s of F.
PROOF: [2] Ch. 6 prop. 3.
COROLLARY: If E is a Banach space , then every left A-mapping is
compact .
PROPOSITION 5
Every left A-mapping I:E ~ F t ransforms weakly convergent se-
quences of E into convergent sequences in F.
PROOF: [2] Ch. 6 prop. 4.
PROPOSITION 6
If E is a Ban ach space and if A is a Ban ach space under its natural
t opology , then every left A-mapping is a nuclear mapping.
PROOF: [2] Ch. 6 prop. 7. and [6] p . 47.
P ROPOSITION 7
Suppose E is a barrelled space.
If the sequence space A sat isfies the condition
(*)
18 Indagationes
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then every left A-mapping f: E --+ F transforms the sequences in E that
are weakly in A (i.e. the elements of A(E,,» into sequences in F that are
strongly in A (i.e. that are elements of A(F».
Generalizing the definitions of RAMANUJAN [8] in an obvious manner
to locally convex spaces, this theorem means that every left A-mapping
is absolutely A-summing whenever A satisfies the condition (").
PROOF
t=7p 0 q; where sp : E --+ A is of A-type and sp : A -~ F is linear and
continuous.
Take YiXi EO A(E,,).
The linear mapping (X: E' --+ A defined by (X = Ya Yi<Xi, a) is continuous
as can be seen by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Hence (X induces a
mapping
ex: A(E') --+ £1(.11): Ynan --+ Yn Yi <Xi, an) ([3] prop. 1)
On the other hand we have that rp has the form rp(Xi) = Yn<Xi, an), and
putting rjJ( Yi Xi) = Yi rp(Xi), we obtain a mapping rjJ( Yi Xi) = Yi Yn<Xi, an) whose
images lie in £1(£1) by condition (").
Finally, 1jJ being continuous, it induces a mapping ip: £1(£1) --+ A(F)
([3] prop. 1) defined by
ip(Yi Yn<Xi, an»= Yi(7p(Yn<Xi, an»
= Yt(1fJ(q;(Xi» = Yi/(Xi) EO A(F).
In the case A has the natural topology and E is a Banach space a
considerably stronger result can be proved:
PROPOSITION 8
If A has the natural topology, E is a Banach space and L1 is any perfect
sequence space, then every left A-mapping is an absolutely L1-summing
operator.
PROOF: [3] remark 6 and [8] theorem 4'.
PROPOSITION 9
Suppose that E and F are Banach spaces and that A is reflexive; then
if f: E --+ F is a left A-mapping, the transpose Tf: F' --+ E' is a right
A-mapping.
PROOF
If j=7porp then Tf=Trp OT1fJ.
The proof then follows from [2] Ch. 6 prop. 17.
PROPOSITION 10
Every continuous linear mapping f: E --+ F with finite rank is a left
A-mapping.
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PROOF
The mapping 1 can be writ ten as
I =Yx"2:.=l ( x , an)YII with ailE E ' and YnEF, n=I,2, ... ,k.
Let the mapping tp : E -+ A be defined by ffJ= Yx "2:. =1 ( x , an) en. Then ffJ
is of A-type ([2], Ch. 6, p. 65).
The mapping 11' : A -+ F is defined by tp(YniXn)= "2:.-1 iXnYn. This mapping
clearly is cont inuous and 1= 11' 0 ffJ.
PROPOSITION 11
i) If I:E -+ F is a cont inuous linear mapping and g: F -+ G is a left
A-mapping then g 0 1 is a left A-mapping.
ii) If I: E -+ F is a left A-mapping and g : F -+ G is a continuous
linear mapping, then go 1 is a left A-mapping.
PROOF
i) Suppose 1= 11' 0 ffJ as required in the definition.
The proof then follows from the diagram
ii) Suppose g = 11' 0 ffJ as required in the definition.
Then the proof follows from the diagram
E~F~G
"" l ffJ /'tp o ]?»: A / 11'
where ffJ 01 is of A-type ([2] Ch. 6 prop. 12)
4. The topological vector sp ace .!l'AL(E; F)
The set of all left A-m appings from E to F will be den oted by .!l'AL(E; F).
P R OPOSITION 12
If A is a sy mmetric bornologioal sequence space, then .!l'AL(E; F) is
a vector space under the usual operations.
PROOF
The supposition that A should be bomological is made in order to be
able to use the explicit form of a mapping of A-type stated in propositi on 1.
The symmetry of A is necessary in order to be able to obtain sequences
of A by mixing terms of ot her sequences of A. (See [4]).
The proof of the proposition is easy and is omit t ed .
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From now on we suppose that the conditions of proposition 12 are
satisfied.
We now define on the vector space 2 AL(E; F) a vector topology using
the topology on the space .AlA (E; A) r-v A(EP') and the strong topology
on 2(A; F).
This topology will depend on the topology of 11, the family of bounded
subsets of E and of A and on the topology of F. In order to simplify the
notations we will suppose from now on that A is a Banach space.
Thus A is a symmetric Banach sequence space. Its topology is by as-
sumption (see introduction) admissible for the dual pair (11,11*). This
topology is then automatically a symmetric topology (see appendix).
Let fJ1J be the family of bounded subsets of E and 'J~ the family of
equicontinuous subsets of F.
Then the seminorms on the space .AlA(E; A) are defined by
pB(tp)=IIYnPB(an)IIA where tp(X)=Yn<x,an) and pB(a) = SUpx£B l<x,a)l.
while on 2p(A; F) the seminorms are given by
PN('I/J)= SUPIIY" "'"IlA <1 SUpa£N 1<¥'(YniXn), a)1
= SUPIIYn"'nIIA <1 SUpa£N I<YniXn, <¥,(a» I
= SUpa£N W¥,(a)IIA* = SUpaEN llYn <Yn, a)11A*
where Yn=¥,(en).
PROPOSITION 13
The function
V~.N: 2AL(E; F) ---+ R+:! ---+ inf pB(tp)'PN('lp),
where the inf is taken over all the decompositions of ! as required in the
definition, is a quasi-seminorm on 2 AL(E; F).
PROOF
It is easy to see that in calculating the inf we can suppose that PB(tp) = 1.
We only look at the triangle inequality.
Suppose
t E 2 AL(E; F): !=Yx k-1 <x, an)Yn=¥'f 0 tpj,PB(tp/)= 1,
g E 2 AL(E; F): s> Yx I:-1 <x, bn) zn=¥,g 0 tpg, PB(tpg) = 1.
The function !+g is then given the form
! +g = Yx(<x, tal) 2Yl, <x, tbl) 2Z1, <x, !a2) 2Y2, <x, ib2) 2z2, ... ) = ¥' 0 tp(x).
Now tpE.AlA (E; A) and
PB(tp) = !(II(PB(al), PB(b1),PB(a2), PB(b2), .. , IIA) <:
<:!(IIYnPB(an)IIA+ IIYnPB(bn)IIA)= 1,
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while tp E 2(.1; F) and
pN(tp)= 2 SUpaEN 1!«Yl, a), <Zl, a), <Y2, a), <Z2, a), ... )11.1*
<2 SUpaEN (!IYn<Yn, a)!I.1*+IIYn<zn, a)!I
.1*)
< 2(PN(W)+PN(tpg».
So for every appropriate decomposition of f and g there is a decom-
position f+g=tp 0 rp such that
Hence
With the functions Y~.N (B E fJd, N E?]C) the vector space 2 .1L(E; F)
can be turned into a topological vector space.
We will prove later (prop. 16) that in very important special cases
this topology is in fact locally convex.
First we prove some other properties of the space 2 .1L(E; F).
PROPOSITION 14
The injection 2.1L(E; F) --+ 2{J(E; F) is continuous. Hence the space
2.1L(E; F) is Hausdorff.
PROOF
Let qB,N (B E fJd, N E?]C) denote the seminorms on 2{J(E; F). Then if
f(x) = 2~1 <x, an)Yn we have
PB,N(f)= SUpxEB SUpaEN I<f(x), a)1
< SUpxEB SUpaEN 2:-1 I<x, an)<Yn, a)1
< SUpaEN 2:-1 pB(an)[<Yn, u)1
< SUpaEN IIYnPB(Un)II.1 '11Yn <Yn, a)IIA* <Y~,N(f),
since the representation of f was arbitrary.
PROPOSITION 15
The continuous linear mappings with finite rank are dense in the space
2 .1L (E ; F).
PROOF
Take f E 2.1L(E; F): f(x) = 2:~1 <x, un)Yn=tp 0rp(x) and let e>O. The
sequence YnPB(Un) is in A and thus there exists an index no such that
PN(tp)IIYn>noPB(un)II.1 <e.
We now consider the continuous linear mapping h : E --+ F with finite
rank defined by
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Then h = "PI 0 cpI with
cpI = Yo: k~l <x, an)en and "PI = "P.
Further
PROPOSITION 16
If the spaces JVA (E; A) and Y(A, F) are Frechet spaces then the space
YAL(E; F) is also a Frecheb space.
REMARK 1
This condition is satisfied whenever E p' and Fare Frechet spaces.
REMARK 2
The proposition means that the quasinorm introduced by M. S. RAMA-
NUJAN in [9] is in fact equivalent to a norm.
The proof of proposition 16 is based on the following lemma:
LEMMA 2
Under the assumptions of proposition 16 the topological vector space
Y AL(E; F) is metrizable and complete.
PROOF
The proof can be given exactly in the same way as in the case E and
F are Banach spaces. So we refer to [9] theorem 2.
Proof of proposition 16:
The bilinear mapping
JVA(E; A) x Y(A; F) -+ YAL(E; F): (cp, "P) -+ t="P 0 cp
is continuous, since
Hence, by the definition of the projective tensorproduct topology there
exists a unique continuous linear mapping
The space YAL(E; F) being Hausdorff and complete, this mapping can
be extended to a continuous linear mapping
Since every element t of Y AL(E; F) can be written as t = "P 0 cp with
cp E JVA (E; A) and "P E Y(A; F), this mapping (X is onto.
By the "open mapping theorem" the mapping (X is open. The Hausdorff
space Y AL(E; F) is now topologically isomorphic to a quotient of a
Frechet space and thus it is a Freohet space itself.
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5. A-topologies on the tensorproduct of two Banach spaces
Suppose E, F, A to be Banach spaces, while A is also symmetric and
satisfies A' = A *.
On E ® F we define the quasinorm VAL by:
if u= Z=l Xi @ Yi:
vAL(U) = inf IIYiIlXi!IIIA· SUPliall <; l!IYi<Yi, a)!Ll*
where the inf is taken over all the representations of u,
We remark that the unequivocalness of this definition is guaranteed
by the symmetry of A.
Also a "right" definition can be given.
The tensorproduct E ® F endowed with this topology is a metrizable
topological vector space. By proposition 16 we know that this topology
is in fact normable.
We have indeed, using the notation E ®AL F for the tensorproduct
with this topology and E 0AL F for its completion, that
E 0AL F ~ 2AL (E ' ; F).
REMARK
For A = 11 this topology reduces to the projective topology. For A = t»
we obtain the left (and right) topologies on E ® F constructed by S.
CHEVET [1] and P. SAPHAR [10].
PROPOSITION 17
The A-topology on E ® F is a reasonable topology in the sense that
it has the following properties (stated by Grothendieck):
a) the canonical mapping Ex F -+ E ® F is separately continuous,
b) if x' E E' and Y' E F' then x' ® y' is a continuous linear form on
E®AL F,
c) if A and Bare equicontinuous subsets of E' and F' then the set
A ® B= {x' ® y'lx' E A, y' E B} is an equicontinuous set of linear forms
on E®ALF.
PROOF
a) vAL(X ® y) < IIxll·llyll·llc1I1A .lIe11IA* by the definition of VAL.
b) If u= Z:~l Xi ® Yi E E ® F, then
[(x' e y')(u)1 < Z~=l I<Xi, X')<Yi, y')1
< IIYi<xi, x')IIA ·IIYi<Yi, y')I!A*
< Ilx'II·IIYillxiIIIlA· Ily'll· sUPllbll <; lIIYi<Yi, b>ILi*
and since the representation of u was arbitrary:
(*) I(x' ® y')(u)1 < Ilx'IHy'll·vAL(U),
which proves the continuity of x' ® y'.
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c) sx; 0 such that Ilx'll <K and Ily'll <K for all x' E A and all y' E B.
Therefore by ("}:
V(x' Q9 y') E A ® B: I(x' Q9 y')(u) I< KvAL(U),
and this proves the equicontinuity of A Q9 B.
COROLLARY
Since the A-topology on E Q9 F is in fact locally convex, proposition 17
means that the A-topology on the tensorproduct of two Banach spaces
is finer than the injective topology and coarser than the projective topo-
logy. We will see in proposition 18 that on tensors of the form x Q9 y
the seminorms of all those topologies coincide.
LEMMA 3
If in A all the basic sequences ec have norm 1, then the same property
holds in the dual space A*.
PROOF
lIetIlA*= SUPIIYi"'iIlA";;1 I<YilXi, et)1 = SUPIIYi"'iIiA ";;ll lXi l ·
Taking YilXi = ei we already have that lIeiIIA*;> 1. Further, we have for
YdJi EA:
from which the equality lIeillA* = 1 follows.
PROPOSITION 18
If in A all the basic sequences ei have norm 1, then
VAL (x Q9 y)=lIxll·IIYII=n(x Q9 y)=e(x Q9 y).
PROOF
By the definition of 'VAL we already have
Let now L~-l Xi 0 Yi be an other representation of x Q9 y. By the Hahn-
Banach theorem there exist x' E E' and y' E F' such that
l<x,x')I=lIxll and VXIEE: I<Xi, x')I<lIxlll
i<y,y')I=IIYII and VYIEF: I<Yl,y')I<llyI/!.
From this we obtain, using the result in the proof of proposition 17 b):
IIxll·IIYII = I(x' Q9 y')(x ® y)1 = /(x' ® y')( Z'=1 Xi Q9 Yi)1 <
< Ilx'II·lly'II·'VAL(X ® y) <'VAL(X Q9 y).
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PROPOSITION 19
Every element of the completion E ®,/ F can be written in the form
U= Z':1 Xt ® Yt, with YtXt E A(E') and YtYt E A*(Fa) . (Compare with the
analoguous property for the projective tensorproduct).
PROOF
This is an immediate consequence of the isomorphism E 0A L F r-.J
r-.J .PA(E'; F).
PROPOSITION 20
If It: Et ~ Ft (i = 1, 2) are continuous linear mappings, then the linear
mapping
is also continuous.
PROOF
For U= ~~~l Xt ® Yt we have
'jJAL((h ® Iz)(u)) <: IIYtllh(Xt)II IIA • SUPllbll <;;1 IIYt(lz(yt}, b)IIA*
<: 11M· IIYtX tllA • SUPllbll <;;1 IIYt(Yt,TIz(b)IIA*·
If Ilbll <: 1, then
and
II
T/2(b) II 1.1M <:
This gives
'jJAL((fl 0 /z)(u)) <: 11M ·11M·IIYtIlXt Il IlA· SUPllall<;; 1 IIYt ( Yt, a)IIA*
and since the representation of u was arbitrary :
which proves the continuity of h ® Iz.
APPENDIX
A locally convex topology on a symmetric sequence space A is called
symmetric if it is determined by seminorms p with the property
p(Y n lXn ) =p(Yn lX1t(n»)
for every permutation n of the natural numbers.
PROPOSITION
The Mackey topology «A, A*) on a symmetric sequence space is always
a symmetric topology.
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PROOF
The Mackey topology i(A, A *) on A has as a basis for its zero-neighbour-
hoods the polars of the absolutely convex weakly compact subsets of A *.
We take S E i and remark first that we can suppose that S can be
supposed to be a normal subset of A*. ([2] p. 6.)
The symmetric hull Ss of S is then defined as
Ss = {lfi cXi[.'iln: Ifi cX:n(i) E S}.
The set Ss is weakly relatively compact in A* ([4] p. 105.)
Hence Ss is relatively compact in the natural topology on A * ([5]
p. 419.)
Since the space A * is complete under its natural topology, the absolutely
convex hull rss of Ss is still relatively compact in the natural topology
on A * and thus weakly relatively compact. Consequently I'S» E r.
The elements S of the family i can now be supposed to be symmetric
and normal. It is then easy to see that their polars are also normal and
symmetric and this is sufficient for the proof.
For properties of A under symmetric topologies we refer to [4].
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